A Vision for the Children of Moulin, Haiti
Background
Consistently ranked near the bottom in country wealth per capita rankings, Haiti
as a nation is unbelievably poor. Education is a rarity for the children of the
Northwest Peninsula of Haiti; especially one with such quality as the education
CCI strives to provide. Disease, famine, and the effects felt from natural
disasters that have taken place over the last decade in Haiti creates a landscape
of despair and anguish for many families in this Peninsula.
Executive Summary
Recently, CCI has, with the help of several churches in this peninsula, identified twelve
schools in need of support. These schools require great funding and planning, and aim to
give underprivileged students the education they need. One of the schools that needs
support is in Moulin, Haiti, which is in need of significant overhaul in many of its key areas.
The Project
There are two projects within the Moulin school that CCI is currently needing funds for. The
first is a sanitary school kitchen, complete with food and utensil storage. The proposed
kitchen will provide the healthy nourishment these children need to be focused and
energized throughout their schooling, while also providing the children chances to eat
without the risk of the illnesses that populate the unsanitary
conditions of this region. The second project is a domestic cistern,
which, if successful, could lead to the implementation of cisterns like
it in multiple schools, for safe water conditions. CCI is looking to
complete these two areas of concern to continue to provide safe
education for the children attending this school, and will continue to
do so with our donor’s generous support.
Budgeted Cost (Including Administrative Expenses)
- Kitchen for School Project in Moulin, Haiti
Complete Cost with Storage:
$11,500 CAD
- Domestic Cistern for Lay Pastor:
$2,450 CAD
Cost to Completion: $13,950 CAD

